
Semi automatic pistol FN Herstal FN 509 LS Edge 9x19mm
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-18799-Semi-automatic-pistol-FN-Herstal-FN-509-LS-
Edge-9x19mm

SKU Designation RGA French Law Caliber Shots Trigger Barrel (cm) Length (cm) Width (cm) MSRP

FN003 FN 509 LS Edge 9x19 BY747 B 9 x 19  18  D.A.  12.7  20.82  3.43  1499.00 € incl. tax

The FN 509 LS EDGE™ is positioned as the ultimate tactical pistol. Its design meets the most
demanding standards, where every fraction of a second is of crucial importance, and holding the
advantage in your hands becomes imperative.
The FN 509 LS Edge is equipped with a flat and responsive trigger, enlarged aluminum magazine well,
extended and lightened slide. Fiber optic sights for precise and fast aiming.

Highly resistant graphite PVD finish
Ambidextrous slide catch & oversized magazine catch
12.7 cm hammered and chamfered barrel.
Picatinny rail

Comes with: 2 interchangeable grip backs, 2 17-round magazines, 4 MRD mounting plates, locking device &
soft pistol case with FN logo.

Rising drift at low light, co-witness with MRD
Flared magazine well for faster magazine changes
Flared magazine base and textured magazine bottom
Long, lightweight slide for better absorption of recoil

FN's all-new Long Slide stands out as the most advanced 509 pistol on the market. Each high-performance
feature has been carefully selected to provide you with all the benefits you need. Chambered in 9mm Luger
and subjected to tests including a million live shots, it excels both in the defense of freedom and in
dominating the competition in competitions.

VERSATILITY: Patented low profile optics mounting system easily adjusts to all standard MRD standards.
Three 17-round magazines, equipped with aluminum bases, increase capacity. Features include an
ambidextrous slide catch and oversized magazine catch. The graphite PVD finish offers exceptional
resistance.

ACCURACY: The flat-faced trigger breaks cleanly at approximately 5 pounds. The 12.70 cm hammered
and chamfered barrel ensures optimal precision. Low-light rear sight, fiber optic rear sight and co-witness
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with MRD provide options for precise adjustment. The high-performance striker reduces the trigger weight
by 0.68 kg compared to the FN 509.

CONTROLS: The long, lightweight slide absorbs recoil more quickly, ensuring improved target tracking,
while the side releases improve grip. The new texture of the carcass, with two interchangeable handle backs,
improves grip in all conditions. The flared magazine base and the texture of the magazine bottom also
improve grip.

SPEED: Flared aircraft aluminum feed well makes magazine changes faster, and weighted magazine heels
drop faster. Reduced trigger travel and quick trigger reactivation contribute to faster handling of the weapon.
The oversized, checkered magazine catch facilitates loading operations.

 

Delivered with :

Two interchangeable handle backs
Three 17-round magazines
User Manual
Locking device
Soft pistol case with FN Herstal logo

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


